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Litigation and Forensic Accounting Services
Whether you're an insurance company, a solicitor, a business or an individual, we can help you with
our litigation and forensic accounting services.

Our combination of financial and accounting expertise, in both business and individual situations,
allows us to expertly prepare pre-trial investigatory research and provide expert evidence in a
variety of cases.

In our more than 30 years' experience, we've undertaken a broad range of forensic accounting work
including:

-

Consequential loss.
Business and share valuations.
Commercial fire claims.
Corporate insolvency.
Professional negligence.
Due diligence.
Compensation for loss of office.
Business disputes.
Partnership dissolution.
Fraud investigation.
Breach of contract.
Tax disputes.
Physical damage claims.
Bank interest reviews.
Matrimonial disputes.

Our team
All members of the Parfrey Murphy litigation and forensic accounting services team are qualified
accountants and professionals. They are committed to a continuing professional education
programme incorporating the best training available in preparing expert witness reports and
courtroom skills.

Seamus Parfrey specialises in litigation and forensic support work.

Our approach to serving you
1. Defining the situation

We discuss the situation and outline the case within a financial framework. We gather
information from the appropriate sources.
2. Analysing all data
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We locate and review records, calculate and verify amounts, analyse and interpret data and
present conclusions in a manner that is required for each situation.
3. Determining the value

We prepare projections of costs, damages, profits and losses, cash flow and other financial
elements, including financial presentations.
4. Issuing reports

We prepare concise, clear and relevant reports that are readily understandable.
5. Responding in a timely manner

When deadlines have been set, we respond by meeting those deadlines.
6. Providing expert testimony

Our partners and professionals are familiar with courtroom procedures and are comfortable
appearing as expert witnesses.

Call Now
Why not call Seamus Parfrey today on 021 431 0266 and see how we can meet all your litigation
and forensic accounting support needs.
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